EMT Basic Original & Refresher

START .................................................. 08-24-19
STATE EXAM .............................................. 01-16-20
DAYS and TIMES .................. Saturdays 8:00am-4:30pm.
LOCATION ............................................. Olcott Fire Company
INSTRUCTOR ....................... Robert McCartin EMT-P

OR

START .................................................. 08-29-19
STATE EXAM .............................................. 01-16-20
DAYS and TIMES .................. Tuesdays & Thursdays 6:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
LOCATION ............................................. NCCC, 3111 Saunders Settlement Rd. Sanborn, N.Y.
INSTRUCTOR ....................... Sara McCartin - AEMT

AEMT Basic Original & Refresher

START ........................................... 09-4-19 - (Part Hybrid)
STATE EXAM .......................................... 12-19-19
DAYS and TIMES .................. Wednesdays 7:00pm – 11:00pm, 5 Saturday’s & 2 Sundays
LOCATION ............................................. NCCC, 3111 Saunders Settlement Rd. Sanborn, N.Y.
INSTRUCTOR ....................... Michael Hyde – AEMT-P

Paramedic Refresher

START .................................................. 09-4-19 (tentative – waiting on NYS Approval)
STATE EXAM .......................................... 12-19-19
DAYS and TIMES .................. Mondays & Wednesdays 7:00pm – 10:30pm.
LOCATION ............................................. NCCC, 3111 Saunders Settlement Rd. Sanborn, N.Y.
INSTRUCTOR ....................... Michael Hyde - EMT-P

NOTE

* Students are responsible for all textbooks and specialty certification costs to include but not limited to CPR, PALS, ACLS, and ITLS as applicable. Courses subject to cancellation.

** Class size is limited. Applicants must meet as well as pass/satisfy all entrance requirements.

To register contact workforce development @ 614-6236 or for questions rhogg@niagaracc.suny.edu

**** January 9th, 2019, NYS legislation made a change to PHL 3002 to allow for individuals 17 years and older to become EMT’s in NYS. If you are a person that is interested, and you will be at least 17 years old at the end of the month in which you test, you may now attend the class. For this class you must be 17 by 08/31/2019****